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A common theme among recent studies using the Deese/
Roediger–McDermott (DRM) paradigm (Deese, 1959;
Roediger & McDermott, 1995) is a comparison between
the fates of true and false memories. Such comparisons
have been made for the subjective experience that accom-
panies retrieval (e.g., Read, 1996; Roediger & McDermott,
1995), study–test delay (e.g., Toglia, Neuschatz, & Good-
win, 1999), study list repetition (e.g., Benjamin, 2001), level
of processing (e.g., Read, 1996; Toglia et al., 1999), and re-
peated testing (e.g., McDermott, 1996), to name just a few.
The focus of the present study concerns whether semanti-
cally induced false memories in the DRM paradigm are
subject to retrieval-induced forgetting and whether retrieval
inhibition affects true and false memories similarly. Ques-
tions of this sort have important implications both for the
mechanisms underlying retrieval inhibition and for theo-
retical accounts of false memory in the DRM paradigm. 

Several recent studies have adapted paradigms known
to induce forgetting of true memories for use in false-
memory research (Kimball & Bjork, 2002; Reysen &
Nairne, 2002; Seamon, Luo, Shulman, Toner, & Caglar,
2002). Kimball and Bjork compared the fates of true and
false memories in a directed-forgetting paradigm (see 

C. M. MacLeod, 1998, for a review) and in a part-set cuing
paradigm (see Nickerson, 1984, for a review). Their directed-
forgetting manipulation involved presenting people with
two DRM lists, one after the other. People told to “forget”
List 1 before studying List 2 were compared with a group
told to continue remembering List 1. The instruction to
forget decreased recall of List 1 items relative to the in-
struction to remember, replicating the standard directed-
forgetting effect. However, false recall of critical theme
words associated with List 1 increased following an in-
struction to forget. Thus, a directed-forgetting instruction
decreased access to true memories but exacerbated false
memories. Using a similar manipulation, Seamon et al.
found that a directed-forgetting manipulation had no ef-
fect on false recall of critical List 1 items.

Kimball and Bjork’s (2002) Experiment 2 involved a
part-set cuing manipulation. People were given either 4 or
8 of 15 studied DRM items as recall cues in several part-
set cuing conditions. The part-set cues consistently produced
forgetting of noncued target items during free recall, rela-
tive to noncued conditions. Most importantly, the cuing
manipulation also decreased false recall of critical items.
Reysen and Nairne (2002) reported similar results in two
part-set cuing experiments. Thus, across three experiments,
part-set cuing interfered with recall of both true and false
memories. 

Kimball and Bjork (2002) attributed the opposite effects
of directed forgetting and part-set cuing on false recall to
retrieval impairment of an entire learning episode versus
individual elements of an episode, respectively. In directed
forgetting, the rise in false recall may occur because im-
paired episodic access to the context of the study list leaves
the semantic retrieval of critical themes unchecked (al-
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In two experiments, we tested whether false recognition and false recall were prone to retrieval-
induced forgetting, using the retrieval practice paradigm (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994). Participants
encoded lists of cue–target word pairs associated with a nonpresented, critical theme word and then
engaged in retrieval practice for half of the word pairs from half of the lists. As expected, unpracticed
targets from practiced lists were recognized (Experiment 1) and recalled (Experiment 2) less well than
those from unpracticed lists. In addition, false recognition and false recall of critical items associated
with practiced lists was lower than false recognition and false recall of items associated with unprac-
ticed lists. We argue that false memories are prone to inhibitory mechanisms engendered by the retrieval
practice paradigm. The results are consistent with the claim that semantically activated critical themes
interfere with the episodic retrieval of list words and that inhibition decreases the activation level of
these interfering memory representations during retrieval practice. 
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though Seamon et al., 2002, did not find a similar increase
in false recall). In part-set cuing, however, the reduced ac-
cessibility of critical items may occur as the result of
strength-dependent competition between recalled (or
cued) and unrecalled items. Therefore, only in the case of
part-set cuing does the impaired access to false memories
seem to operate in a manner similar to that for true memories. 

We conducted the present study to explore the fates of
true and false memories in a different forgetting paradigm,
the retrieval practice paradigm developed by Anderson and
colleagues (e.g., Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994; Ander-
son & Spellman, 1995; see Levy & Anderson, 2002, for a
brief review). In contrast to directed forgetting and part-set
cuing, this paradigm was designed to isolate the cause of
forgetting to specific inhibitory mechanisms active in a dis-
tinct retrieval practice phase occurring between study and
test. In the original incarnation of the paradigm (Anderson
et al., 1994), people learned several category–exemplar
pairs (e.g., food–cherry) from multiple categories (e.g.,
food, colors, etc.). In a second phase, retrieval practice in
the form of category-plus-stem cued recall occurred for a
subset of items, from a subset of the categories (e.g., food-
ch_______). For ease of exposition, we will label the sub-
set of items from practiced categories that are individually
practiced as P–P (practiced item, practiced category) and the
remaining category members that are not individually prac-
ticed as U–P (unpracticed item, practiced category). Items
from the entire categories that never appear in the practice
phase are labeled U–U (unpracticed item, unpracticed cat-
egory).1 In a final phase, category label cues or category-
plus-stem cues are provided to prompt retrieval of all stud-
ied items, whether previously practiced or not.

The standard finding in this paradigm is that P–P items
are better recalled and U–P items are worse recalled in the
final test phase, as compared with items from unpracticed
categories (U–U items). The suppression hypothesis (An-
derson & Neely, 1996) explains the impaired recall of U–P
items as being caused by their inhibition during the inter-
mediate retrieval practice phase. As P–P items receive re-
trieval practice, the activation of competing U–P items is
suppressed to reduce interference with target-item re-
trieval, causing reduced U–P item accessibility on subse-
quent tests of memory (Anderson et al., 1994; Anderson &
Spellman, 1995). Retrieval-induced forgetting has been
found in a variety of contexts, including self-performed
actions (Koutstaal, Schacter, Johnson, & Galluccio, 1999),
eyewitness memory (Shaw, Bjork, & Handal, 1995), per-
sonality traits (M. D. MacLeod & Macrae, 2001), and geo-
metric shapes (Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999). 

We combined the retrieval practice and DRM method-
ologies in our study because, according to the activation/
monitoring theory of false memory (Roediger, Balota, &
Watson, 2001; Roediger, Watson, McDermott, & Gallo,
2001), the high levels of false recall and recognition in the
DRM paradigm reflect spreading semantic activation
(Collins & Loftus, 1975) from the studied associates (e.g.,
blouse, sleeves, button) to the critical, nonpresented item
(e.g., shirt). This view implies that both critical items and
studied items are activated during the study episode, which

creates the possibility that retrieval practice will inhibit
false remembering of critical themes. Although the term
inhibition can and has been used loosely to describe a va-
riety of phenomena (C. M. MacLeod, Dodd, Sheard, Wil-
son, & Bibi, 2003), we will follow Anderson’s suppression
hypothesis by defining inhibition as a “process that deac-
tivates the representation of an item in memory” (Ander-
son & Spellman, 1995, p. 70). As such, we sought to deter-
mine whether retrieval practice decreases the activation
level of both U–P list words and critical themes that are
conceptually activated by the lists. The DRM paradigm
provides a novel method to test whether the source of a com-
petitor’s activation, directly perceived versus internally ac-
tivated, differentially affects the item’s potential inhibition. 

On the basis of the suppression hypothesis, any acti-
vated items that interfere with target retrieval in the prac-
tice phase should have their activations inhibited (Ander-
son & Neely, 1996). Thus, critical themes activated in the
study phase will be suppressed in the retrieval practice
phase if they compete for retrieval with the items being
practiced. Critical theme words will be associated with the
conceptual cues given to guide target retrieval in the prac-
tice phase, and, because critical themes will be activated
during the study phase, they will be associated with the
same general context cues as will the list words (Hicks &
Hancock, 2002). For these reasons, critical theme words
should compete for retrieval during the practice phase,
and the activation level of critical theme representations
should be reduced by inhibitory mechanisms. This, in turn,
should decrease false recall and false recognition because
the extent to which critical themes are activated is a large
influence on false memory rates (Roediger, Watson, et al.,
2001). 

The prediction that critical theme activation will be re-
duced during the practice phase rests on a key assumption
regarding the unique inhibitory processes involved in re-
trieval. Solely on the basis of the activation/monitoring
theory, one might predict that extra exposure to DRM list
associates in the practice phase would provide more op-
portunities for activation to spread from list words to the
critical theme words, resulting in higher activation levels.
This logic assumes that retrieving a target item during re-
trieval practice activates associatively related concepts in
the same way as does encoding a target item in a study list.
However, studies using the retrieval practice paradigm
have shown that worse recall of U–P items only occurs
when retrieval is required during the practice phase; merely
re-presenting a subset of items for further study is not suf-
ficient to create forgetting of items not re-presented for
study (e.g., Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 2000). Thus, retrieval
practice uniquely involves processes that suppress inter-
fering information and that focus activation on the target
item. Therefore, we would expect DRM list associates to
activate critical items when they are encoded in the study
phase, but to inhibit the activation of critical items when
they are retrieved in the practice phase.

Finally, the fuzzy-trace theory of false memory (Brain-
erd, Wright, Reyna, & Mojardin, 2001; Reyna & Brainerd,
1995) apparently predicts no effect of retrieval practice on
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false memories. According to this theory, false memories
in the DRM paradigm result from the substantial overlap
in meaning between the critical item and a gist trace cre-
ated during encoding of list associates. In other words,
fuzzy-trace theory does not specifically predict that the
critical item itself is activated during study of its associ-
ates; rather, the critical item is viewed on tests of recall or
recognition as consistent with the gist created during the
encoding of its associates. Even if the critical item is acti-
vated during study and inhibited during retrieval practice,
those mechanisms should not affect the perceived overlap
between the critical item and the gist trace when consid-
ered during retrieval. A recognition test (Experiment 1)
provides the best test of this hypothesis, because specific
target items are made explicitly available for a considera-
tion of overlap with a gist trace.

EXPERIMENT 1

To test these predictions, we had participants study
multiple DRM lists in the form of paired associates and
then undergo retrieval practice for half of the items from
half of the lists. We used the strongest prime of each crit-
ical item as the cue word during the study and practice
phases. For example, the strongest prime of the word shirt
is blouse, and people therefore studied blouse–sleeves,
blouse–button, blouse–pants, and so forth. When a DRM
list received retrieval practice, the strongest associate and
target fragments were used to cue retrieval of some of the
studied targets (e.g., blouse–s_e_v_s). The critical item
(e.g., shirt), of course, was neither studied nor practiced.

We used item recognition to test participants’ responses
to DRM list items, critical items, and other lures. Although
few researchers have used recognition as the final test of
memory in the retrieval practice paradigm (Anderson, De
Kok, & Child, 1997; Hicks & Starns, 2004), we thought it
appropriate here for important reasons. A recognition test
allows control over the stimuli tested, and in the present
case this meant that participants were forced to entertain
a variety of lure items on the test, including critical items,
weakly related lures, and unrelated lures. A recognition
test also offers a “best-case” situation for participants to
retrieve items from memory, given that a copy cue is pre-
sented for judgment (Hicks & Starns, 2004). Furthermore,
a recognition test of individual target items in the absence
of category cues can be considered one form of “inde-
pendent” cue test (cf. Anderson & Spellman, 1995). This
last point implies that the activation of target items is con-
sidered directly, without influence of competition arising
from the use of a category or word cue. Thus, a recogni-
tion test served as the most conservative method to test
our hypotheses.

Method
Participants. Fifty-six Louisiana State University undergradu-

ate students participated in exchange for extra credit in their psy-
chology courses. 

Materials. We constructed 16 associative lists using the Univer-
sity of South Florida word norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber,
1998) by selecting the 12 words that were most likely to prime each

critical item as a free associate. The strongest associate for each list
theme served as the cue word during the encoding phase and subse-
quent practice phases. Eight other associates were the target words
for each list, so that each list consisted of eight cue–target pairs (e.g.,
blouse–sleeves for the list theme shirt). The 4th, 7th, and 10th asso-
ciates were not studied but were used as related lures on the recog-
nition test. We computed the mean associative strength of the target
words to the critical item from each list, ordered the lists in terms of
this score, and divided them into two counterbalancing sets of eight
lists each. There was a wide range of mean associative strength val-
ues, from the lowest score of .10 for the list theme chemistry to the
highest score of .42 for the list theme old. 

For the practice phase, we prepared word fragments by replacing
some of the letters in the studied target words with underscores (e.g.,
blouse–s_e_v_s for blouse–sleeves). No fragments were used that
could be correctly completed with other studied words. We con-
structed a single random order of word fragments to ensure that no
more than two fragments from a given list theme appeared in suc-
cession. Four counterbalancing conditions varied which four of the
eight studied lists received practice and which four of the eight tar-
get words in each of those lists received practice. 

The recognition test included the 64 target words from the study
phase, 24 weak lures (3 from each studied list theme), the critical
item from each list, and 32 unrelated lures from the nonstudied lists.
The test words were randomized in eight blocks of 16 items each.
Each block contained a word from each of the studied lists, weak
lures from each of the three lists, a critical item from one of the lists,
and four unrelated lures. We arranged the blocks in such a way that
if a practiced item from a given list was tested in one block, a un-
practiced item from the same list was tested in the next block, and vice
versa. Similarly, critical items and related lures from unpracticed and
practiced lists were alternated between blocks.

Procedure. After the participants read and signed the consent
form, they were told that they would see pairs of words and that they
should learn these words by relating the target word to the cue word.
The participants studied the 64 cue–target pairs from a given set in
random order for 3 sec each and then solved multiplication prob-
lems for 5 min. Next, the participants completed a memory test in
which fragments of the target words that they had studied were pre-
sented with underscores to indicate missing letters. They were also
told that each fragment would appear with the appropriate cue word,
and that they should solve the fragments with a target word that they
remembered being associated with that cue in the study phase. A beep
sounded as each fragment appeared, and each cue–fragment pair re-
mained on the screen for 10 sec. The participants wrote their solu-
tions to the fragments on separate pages in an answer booklet. When
the participants could not retrieve a solution for a word fragment,
they were told to move on to the next fragment that appeared on the
screen. Three rounds of retrieval practice were given, and a unique
random order of the practiced fragments was used for each round.
After the third round, the participants solved multiplication prob-
lems for another 5 min. 

For the final test phase, a label with an “O” written on it was placed
on the “F” key, and an “N ” label was placed on the “J” key. The par-
ticipants were told that they would be presented with individual
words and should press the “O” label if the word had appeared in any
previous phase of the experiment or to press the “N ” label if the
word had not appeared previously in the experiment. The partici-
pants were instructed to make this decision with both speed and ac-
curacy and were warned not to guess. After the participants made de-
cisions on all 128 test words, they were debriefed and thanked for
their participation.

Results
In what follows, we present cued recall performance for

the retrieval practice phase, the hit and false alarm rates
for each item type and each condition of interest (P–P,
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U–U, U–P), and recognition latencies for target items. For
all inferential analyses, the probability of a Type I error
was set at .05 and a Bonferroni correction was applied to
all pairwise comparisons. 

Retrieval practice. The retrieval practice phase produced
high levels of cued recall. The proportions correct were .86
(SE � .02) for the first practice round, .87 (SE � .01) for the
second round, and .88 (SE � .01) for the third round. 

Recognition accuracy. The proportions of positive
recognition responses to targets, critical item lures, and re-
lated (weak) lures are shown in Table 1 for each retrieval
practice condition (P–P, U–U, U–P). These data demon-
strate a consistent pattern of lower proportions to U–P
items than to U–U items. A 2 (practice condition: U–U vs.
U–P) � 3 (item type: target, critical theme lure, weak lure)
repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect
of item type [F(2,110) � 193.43, MSe � .04]. Pairwise
comparisons demonstrated that targets (M � .65) and crit-
ical lures (M � .70) were recognized more often than weak
lures (M � .21), with the former two item types not sta-
tistically different. There was also a significant effect of
practice condition [F(1,55) � 20.45, MSe � .02] and no
significant interaction of this factor with item type
[F(2,110) � 1.20]. The main effect of practice condition
reflects higher recognition for U–U items (M � .55) than
for U–P items (M � .44), and the lack of an interaction
demonstrates that this relationship held for list words
[t(55) � 3.94, p � .001], critical themes [t(55) � 2.90, p �
.005], and related lures [t (55) � 2.19, p � .05]. P–P tar-
gets were clearly recognized better than either U–U or
U–P targets, and false alarms to unrelated lures were quite
rare (M � .03; SE � .05).

Recognition latencies. We also examined latencies to
positive recognition responses for target items. Each par-
ticipant’s latency distribution, for each condition, was
trimmed at two standard deviations, resulting in an over-
all trimming of 6% of the data. P–P items were recognized
fastest (M � 874 msec; SE � 21), U–U items next fastest
(M � 1,097 msec; SE � 34), and U–P items the slowest
[(M � 1,193 msec; SE � 43), F(2,110) � 58.29, MSe �
25,674.69]. Pairwise comparisons declared all three prac-
tice conditions significantly different from one another. 

Discussion
We found significant U–P impairment in item recogni-

tion of list items, conceptually replicating previous reports
(Anderson et al., 1997; Hicks & Starns, 2004). More im-
portantly, we found a reduction in the level of false mem-
ories for list themes that received retrieval practice. Recog-
nition probabilities were lower, and recognition latencies
were slower, for all U–P item types related to the list
theme, suggesting that these items were suppressed during
retrieval practice. 

However, an alternative account of our recognition re-
sults must be considered. It is also possible that participants
used a more conservative recognition criterion (cf. Hicks
& Marsh, 1998) for words related to practiced lists, and that
this is why fewer unpracticed items consistent with prac-

ticed themes were recognized. Specifically, participants
may have deliberately considered whether test items were
associated with practiced lists before rendering a recogni-
tion decision, most likely when no other obvious evidence
of prior experience (e.g., recollection) was available. There-
fore, test items that seemed subjectively weak and that par-
ticipants did not remember practicing might have been called
new more often (e.g., “I don’t remember seeing it in the
practice phase, but I remember practicing other items with
a particular, related cue word, so it must be new.”). 

However, such a criterion-shift interpretation seems un-
likely upon careful consideration. First, the stimuli tested
in this experiment were associative in nature and not nec-
essarily categorical in nature. Many of the target words in
the list themes are not easily identified as being associ-
ated with a particular cue word when not seen in the con-
text of that cue word on the recognition test (e.g., the tar-
get pocket paired with the cue blouse). Thus, it would be
difficult for a person to identify some test words, espe-
cially lures never seen at all, with a unique cue label. Sec-
ond, we argue that this deliberate reasoning process, as ap-
plied selectively to items from practiced lists, should have
taken more time than the average 90 msec beyond that re-
quired for U–U items.

Third, a criterion-shift interpretation implies that peo-
ple assume all of the studied members of a practiced theme
were practiced, whereas only half of the studied items
from practiced lists were presented in the practice phase.
Therefore, if participants truly required stronger evidence
in memory for every test word consistent with practiced
lists and were perfectly able to associate individual test
words with a unique practiced list cue, they still must have
ignored the fact that many of these items were studied but
not encountered in the practice phase. In other words, par-
ticipants must have ignored a critical source of studied
items (U–P items) when using the more stringent crite-
rion. In direct contrast to this possibility, Hicks and Starns
(2004) showed that retrieval-induced forgetting occurred
even when participants were given a source test in which
“studied, not practiced” was one of the response options.
Thus, worse recognition occurred for U–P items even
when a lower criterion response was available. In light of
these data, although a criterion-shift account cannot be em-

Table 1
Experiment 1: Probability of Positive Recognition 

Responses to Targets, Critical Theme Lures, and Weak Lures
as a Function of Retrieval Practice Condition

Critical Weak
Targets Lures Lures

Condition M SE M SE M SE

P–P .93 .01 – – – –
U–U .68 .02 .74 .03 .23 .02
U–P .62 .02 .65 .04 .19 .02

Note—P–P refers to items from practiced lists that were individually
practiced; U–U refers to items from, or related to, unpracticed lists; U–P
refers to items that were not individually practiced but were from, or re-
lated to, practiced lists.
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pirically ruled out by the present experiment, we consider
it unlikely that the pattern of data resulted from a selective
criterion shift for practiced categories. 

EXPERIMENT 2 

To further address the concern that the recognition re-
sults in Experiment 1 might have been influenced by a cri-
terion shift for practiced lists, we conceptually replicated
Experiment 1 using a final cued-recall test, which is used
often in retrieval-induced forgetting research (e.g., An-
derson et al., 1994; Smith & Hunt, 2000). If the conse-
quence of retrieval practice is to actively suppress the ac-
tivation of interfering U–P list words and critical themes,
we would expect to find impairment for true and false
memories in cued recall. If the consequence of retrieval
practice was a more conservative recognition criterion in
Experiment 1, rather than a reduction in memory strength,
then we would expect no differences in the true and false
recall of U–P items relative to U–U items in cued recall.

Method
Participants. Fifty-eight Louisiana State University undergrad-

uate students participated in exchange for extra credit in their psy-
chology courses.

Materials. We used the study and practice materials from Ex-
periment 1. For the final cued-recall test, we prepared test booklets
with the cue word (e.g., blouse) for each studied list at the top of a
different page. The cue words were presented in a random order, and
we created a counterbalancing order by switching the last four and
the first four cues.

Procedure. The procedure was exactly the same as in Experi-
ment 1 until the final test phase began. At this point, the participants
were informed that they would see the eight cue words that they had
encountered in the first phase of the experiment, and to remember
as many of the targets that were paired with each cue as possible.
They were told to turn over the test booklet and begin recalling
words for the first list cue when they heard the computer beep, and
to turn to the next page in the booklet upon each subsequent beep.
The computer was set to beep every 40 sec, which, in practice, was
ample time for recall of the lists.

Results
Retrieval practice. The proportions of correct recall were

.86 (SE � .02) for the first practice round, .90 (SE � .02) for
the second round, and .92 (SE � .02) for the third round.

Cued recall. Table 2 displays the probabilities of recall
for target items and critical theme items. P–P target items
clearly benefited from the practice phase; their recall was
greater than the recall of U–U items. Of most interest, cor-
rect recall of U–P target items and false recall of U–P crit-
ical items were lower than the comparable recall levels for
U–U items. A 2 (practice condition) � 2 (item type)
ANOVA confirmed this pattern by revealing a significant
main effect of practice condition [F(1,57) � 30.05, MSe �
.02]. There was no significant effect of item type
[F(1,57) � 2.45], nor was there an interaction [F(1,57) �
1.0]. The lack of an interaction indicates that retrieval-
induced forgetting affected both list targets [t(57) � 7.75,
p � .001] and critical theme words [t (57) � 3.02, p �

.005]. None of the related items (i.e., the 4th, 7th, and 10th
lure associates from Experiment 1) were falsely recalled.

Discussion
Consistent with the results of Experiment 1, retrieval-

induced forgetting was found for both true and false mem-
ories in the form of cued recall. The effect on true memo-
ries is consistent with the growing literature on forgetting
demonstrated with final cued recall (e.g., Anderson, Bjork,
& Bjork, 1994, 2000). Importantly, the cued-recall results
replicated our recognition findings in a test that was not sen-
sitive to changes in response criterion, suggesting that, when
viewed together, the results reflect a suppression mechanism. 

As with Experiment 1, however, we must entertain an
important alternative account for the cued-recall results.
In this case, the alternative is output interference during
recall. When cued to recall a practiced list, participants
may have first produced the strengthened P–P items, which
may have interfered with later attempts to access the re-
maining U–P items. Items from unpracticed lists would
not suffer from this interference, because none of their cat-
egory members were strengthened during the practice
phase. To determine whether output interference might be
a tenable explanation for our results, we performed an
analysis comparing U–P impairment (U–U performance
minus U–P performance) for participants who recalled
P–P items relatively early or late in their recall sequences
(M. D. MacLeod & Macrae, 2001). Following M. D. Mac-
Leod and Macrae, we calculated the mean output position
of P–P and U–P items for each participant, subtracted
these two scores, and performed a median split on these
values to divide the participants into an early P–P group
and a late P–P group.2 If output interference was respon-
sible for the impaired U–P recall, then the U–P decrement
should have been most pronounced for participants who
recalled P–P items early in the recall sequence. For stud-
ied words, impairment for the early P–P group (M � .07)
and the late P–P group (M � .11) did not differ [t (50) �
1.60, n.s.]. Critical theme impairment also did not differ
for the early P–P group (M � .12) and the late P–P group
[M � .10, t (50) � .27, n.s.]. Furthermore, we calculated
U–P impairment scores only for the 11 participants who,
on average, recalled U–P list words before P–P list words,
and even these participants showed impairment for both

Table 2
Experiment 2: Recall Probability of Targets and Critical

Theme Items as a Function of Retrieval Practice Condition

Targets Critical Items

Condition M SE M SE

P–P .65 .02 – –
U–U .28 .02 .33 .03
U–P .17 .01 .23 .03

Note—P–P refers to items from practiced lists that were individually
practiced; U–U refers to items from, or related to, unpracticed lists; U–P
refers to items that were not individually practiced but were from, or re-
lated to, practiced lists.
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list words (M � .12) and critical themes (M � .14). On the
basis of these analyses, output interference appears to
have had little, if any, impact on the results, and it certainly
cannot completely account for the observed retrieval-
induced forgetting. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The selective retrieval of some items from DRM lists
reduced recognition and recall of unpracticed items from
those lists, replicating the retrieval-induced forgetting
found with a variety of other stimulus materials (Levy &
Anderson, 2002). More importantly, retrieval practice also
reduced false recognition and false recall of critical, non-
presented items. These results are consistent with the the-
oretical position that individual competitors to target items
were inhibited during the retrieval practice phase in order
to facilitate target recall (e.g., Anderson et al., 1994). Our
findings also suggest that the source of a competitor’s ac-
tivation need not be episodic in nature; that is, semantically
activated items interfere with cued recall and require sup-
pression as well (see also Blaxton & Neely, 1983). The
suppression of critical items following retrieval practice
suggests a strong role for associative activation mecha-
nisms in the creation, retrieval, and, in the present case,
forgetting of false memories in the DRM paradigm (e.g.,
Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2001).

The present results have implications for the effect of in-
teritem similarity on retrieval-induced forgetting, although
this issue was not a main focus of our study. Encouraging
participants to integrate a set of items sharing a retrieval
cue reduces or removes retrieval-induced forgetting (An-
derson & McCulloch, 1999), and inhibition is similarly re-
duced when practiced and unpracticed items are members
of the same subcategory (Bäuml & Hartinger, 2002).
Bäuml and Kuhbander (2003) have argued that critical
theme words from associative lists should not show re-
trieval inhibition, because these items bear strong associa-
tive relationships with the words on their lists. This predic-
tion seems reasonable when one applies the feature-pattern
suppression account proposed by Anderson and Spellman
(1995) to associative-list stimuli. In the study phase, list
words activate the semantic features of critical theme
words, and these features define critical theme represen-
tations that might be “remembered” later in the experiment.
In the practice phase, critical theme feature patterns com-
pete for retrieval as participants attempt to recall P–P
items, and all features unique to critical theme words must
be inhibited. However, all of the features that critical themes
share with the practiced items will actually be strength-
ened, and, if there are many overlapping features, this may
offset the effect of inhibition and lead to little or no re-
trieval impairment for critical theme words. If one assumes
that associated words share many features, there should
be no retrieval-induced forgetting of critical theme words. 

Our results demonstrate that retrieval-induced forget-
ting can occur for words that are highly associated to the
practiced items (see also Bäuml & Kuhbander, 2003, Ex-

periment 2). Although these results seem to contradict the
feature-based account just presented, they are potentially
consistent with the two-factor theory of similarity pro-
posed by Anderson, Green, and McCulloch (2000). This the-
ory identifies two types of similarity: target–competitor
similarity and competitor–competitor similarity. Although
target–competitor similarity reduces retrieval-induced
forgetting for reasons mentioned previously, competitor–
competitor similarity enhances forgetting. This occurs be-
cause the features shared among competitors are repeat-
edly inhibited as part of multiple interfering patterns,
leading to more overall inhibition. Our critical theme stim-
uli were comparably associated to both the practiced and
the unpracticed halves of their lists, and their association
with the unpracticed items (i.e., competitor–competitor
similarity) may explain the retrieval-induced forgetting
we observed. One way to explore this possibility is to 
manipulate the associative strength of practiced and un-
practiced list items to critical theme words. Perhaps little
or no retrieval-induced forgetting of false memories will
be observed when a critical theme’s strongest associates
receive retrieval practice (a condition favoring target–
competitor similarity), whereas larger false memory inhi-
bition effects will result when a critical theme’s weakest
associates are practiced (a condition favoring competitor–
competitor similarity).

Regarding other retrieval inhibition paradigms, our re-
sults are consistent with studies of part-set cuing in the
DRM paradigm (Kimball & Bjork, 2002; Reysen & Nairne,
2002) by demonstrating an effect of retrieval impairment
on both true and false memories. Both the part-list cuing
procedure and the retrieval practice procedure are thought
to induce forgetting at the item level (Anderson & Neely,
1996), as opposed to the list-context forgetting induced in
the directed-forgetting procedure. However, despite the
general similarity between forgetting caused by part-set
cuing and that caused by retrieval practice, the theoretical
mechanisms are different. 

One common mechanism implicated in part-set cuing,
and relevant to the present study, is strength-dependent
competition (e.g., Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Rundus,
1973). In brief, according to this theory, the successful re-
call (or presentation as cues) of some items increases their
strength. The probability of an item’s coming to mind dur-
ing recall will therefore be greater for strengthened items,
as opposed to nonstrengthened items. And because people
sample with replacement during recall, as strengthened
items are repeatedly retrieved, fewer other items are retrieved,
and people reach their stopping criterion before recalling
many nonstrengthened items. Thus, it is not the case that
part-set cues actually decrease the activation level of non-
cued items. Instead, part-set cues simply decrease the like-
lihood that noncued items can compete (i.e., come to mind)
with strengthened cued items during a fixed recall period. 

Moreover, the strength-dependent mechanism ostensi-
bly plays a role in recall but not in recognition (e.g., Ratcliff,
Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990). Selectively strengthening some
studied items does enhance their later recognition, but it
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does not impair the recognition of nonstrengthened items
(Ratcliff et al., 1990). This null strength effect occurs in
recognition because nonstrengthened items that otherwise
would not come to mind during recall are made directly
available during a recognition test. Only a theory that posits
the active suppression of U–P items (Anderson & Spell-
man, 1995) should show consistent results across recall
and recognition tests (see Hicks & Starns, 2004, for a sim-
ilar argument). Therefore, the present results are more con-
sistent with a view that posits the inhibition (i.e., reduced
activation) of unpracticed items from practiced lists.

Assuming that false memories in the DRM paradigm
are generally caused by strong semantic activation of list
themes (e.g., Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2001), our re-
sults demonstrate that retrieval practice can have conse-
quences for information that is associatively related to
studied items but that was not itself studied. Others have
shown that retrieval practice of studied items impairs
episodic retrieval of U–P items (e.g., Anderson et al.,
1994; Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999), and even that gener-
ation of nonstudied, semantically related items impairs
episodic retrieval of studied U–P items (Bäuml, 2002).
Our results extend such impairment to the false retrieval
of semantically related, nonstudied items (see also Bäuml
& Kuhbander, 2003).

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that false mem-
ories are subject to the inhibitory forgetting mechanisms
that operate on true memories, at least as measured in the
retrieval practice paradigm. This forgetting was evident in
tests of item recognition and cued recall, attesting to the
generality of the effect. Moreover, the forgetting of criti-
cal items associated with target recall during retrieval
practice is evidence that factors outside of one’s awareness
contribute to the forgetting of true and false memories. 
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NOTES

1. We have used the labels P–P, U–P, and U–U instead of the more tra-
ditional labels for item-based conditions in retrieval-induced forgetting
work (Rp� for practiced items, Rp� for unpracticed items from prac-
ticed categories, and Nrp for categories not practiced, respectively) for
an important reason. The labels used herein specify in a more neutral
manner how the conditions are literally defined by the experimental pro-
cedure, whereas the more traditional labels could be taken to imply a
particular pattern of performance (i.e., greater than baseline for prac-
ticed items, less than baseline for unpracticed items from practiced cat-
egories).

2. The 5 participants who failed to recall any U–P items were removed
from this analysis, and, of the remaining participants, only data from the
26 participants with the lowest and the 26 participants with the highest
difference between P–P and U–P output positions were analyzed.
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